7N2UQC:
I was able to enjoy this contest.Tnx for a fine contest again.
Rig is IC-7600(100W) and ANT is Dipole.
9M6XRO:
My Rig: Transceiver Yaesu FT-1000MP and VL-1000 Quadra Linear @ 400w.
Antennas @ 27m (HF) 2-el Lightning Bolt Quad (LF) Butternut HF2V Vert.
15m was the best band. Fluttery sigs on 20m and very little on 10m.
Many thanks to the contest organizers. 73 to all from Borneo!
9V1PW:
I enjoyed the contest.
DC9ZP:
If ur HAM-Life is boring and time won't pass by, just join this Contest in
RTTY.
Vy 73 de Manfred, DC9ZP
DD5MA:
Just a few hours for the contest available, but great fun
DJ3GE:
QRP 5 Watt from FT817 via tuner Z11 to off-center-fed dipole FD3,
21m long - 8m high.
DJ6TK:
I am glad to work so many friends in RTTY Mode
DK2AB:
Working from DL0TUD and missed the night to collect some multis on
40m and 80m. 73s de Jens, DK2AB
DL5KUD:
(SOAB6) A2 - Ganz gute Conds ohne 80 und 10 m, 80W, Dipol
2x27m V in 10 m Höhe. 6 Stunden lang Spass gehabt
DL7VEE:
Poor conds
DQ60WAE (DF1QR):
Nicht viel auf 10 und 80m gewesen. Dagegen nette Runs in Richtung JA
gehabt. Danke für die Ausrichtung!
EA3HKA:
hasta el proximo concurso,saludos i salut para todos
F5RD:
No much time this week end for this contest
I began at 04:30 TU and I had to stop at 22.30 TU Saturday
I was not at home Sunday
Hard conditions on 40m and especially on 80m because a very stormy weather
Thanks to all who worked me
See you again next year
GM1TBW:
GREAT FUN, I PARTICULARLY LIKE THE 8-HOURS ON, 8-HOURS OFF FORMAT.

GU0SUP:
Conditions better on Sunday, so I opted for the 6-hour class.
On Saturday, the bands were in very poor shape.
Had more fun than I expected, and enjoyed the time.
My thanks to DRCG for sponsoring this contest!
HZ1PS:
Difficult to fit the 3 sessions in with Sunday as a work
day so entered the 6 hour category. Enjoyed it but think
conditions on the Saturday not the best. Thanks to
all for the contacts and to DRCG for sponsoring.
IZ4DZD:
First time on this contest, very fun but poor propagation :-(
JA1HFY:
This contest was in good condition,
so that I could enjoy the wonderful contest.
JA1OHP:
I enjoyed the contest.TNX!
JA3QOS:
Thanks for the fun Contest.
JA4FCC:
I enjoyed the contest.
JE2CPI:
I enjoyed the contest.
JF6RIM:
I enjoyed the contest.
JH3GMI:
I enjoyed the contest.
JH5FTY:
I enjoyed the contest.
JH6QIL:
I enjoyed the contest.
JJ5HUD:
TNX FB Contest. I enjoyed very well.
JN3TSY:
It is the first participation in this contest.
LI5LJA:
It's a lot of camuflated selfspotting out there. VA2UP have a team of
ve2's spotting every frequence change he take. Look's more and more
like a deal,another word for it is cheating.
LX1ER:
Between wedding from a friend , and some work to do , i had only 6 hou
rs time .
sorry , because as a member of this great group i think 24
hours operation is a must
will do better next year .

M5Z(JK3GAD):
It is nice to see exchange is simplified and meaningless "UTC" is
finally eliminated. Since I used Win-Test, score above is not accurate.
N4ZT:
Just started up with RTTY, it does work, thank you all!
PA0AWH:
RIG: FT817 5 WATT OUTPUT
ANTENNAS 5 BAND SLOPING DELTA LOOP / 6 BAND WINDOM, TOP @ 9 METERS
PA0MIR:
HF beam unfortunately was not useable this time so had to make all QSO's
on the 2 x 20 m wire, using the tuner to hop around.
PA7PTT:
Da was meiner erste Mahl im DRCG WW, nicht viele Deutsche OM qrv. Bis 2015
PE2K:
Dear OM and YL, Its a very nice contest to work DX in.
And i did a lot of them. QSL is via bureau. All QSOs
made in QRP 5 W Dipole. 73, CU all next time, Adriaan PE2K
R9OSN:
Tnx for greats contest! 73 de Stan
RV3DBK:
TX 5 Watts Ant Magnetic Loop (indoor)
TF/DJ8EW:
Rig KX3, 5W, Mobilantenne
W4SDJ:
Part-time fun!
YO4BEW:
POWER:5 WATT,ANT.DIPOLE

